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Our main source will be [LW12], although much of the statements can be found
in the survey article [Knö86]. There will be four talks on the Cohen-Macaulay
modules, divided into the following topics.

(1) Modules over skew group algebras

This talk should include the material from chapter 5 in [LW12], combining
it with the lecture by H.Lenzing [Len84] on the same topic. The talk should
introduce the skew-group ring and some of its representation theory. Define
pseudo reflections and small subgroups of Gl(n, k) and properties of the
invariant rings of small groups. Define the McKay and Gabriel quivers and
state the theorem that they are the same.

(2) Kleinian Singularities and Finite CM Type

Start by introducing maximal Cohen-Macaulay rings and local rings of fi-
nite Cohen Macaulay type. Then follow chapter 6 of [LW12], introduce the
Kleinian singularities and the connections with finite subgroups of GL(2, k).
Calculate the McKay quiver for the Kleinian singularities and state the ge-
ometric McKay correspondence.

(3) Matrix Factorizations and the Double Branched Cover

This talk should follow chapter 8. in [LW12]. Introduce matrix factorizations
and their connections to MCM modules. Define the double branched cover
and state theorem 8.20 of Knörrer. Also prove Knörrer periodicity, theorem
8.33. As usual concentrate on characteristic 0.

(4) Hypersurfaces with Finite CM Type

This talk follows chapter 9. in [LW12]. Here previous results will be ap-
plied to describe the simple singularities of higher dimensional hypersurfaces.
Study Gorenstein rings of finite CM type and go on to give a complete list-
ing of the matrix factorizations for the indecomposable MCM modules over
those rings.
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